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Chapter 2061: Everyone admires them 

But when they thought that Su Lang would face a terrifying powerhouse like the innate demon. 

I couldn't settle down anyhow. 

At this time everyone saw Su Lang and found that he was unscathed. 

Suddenly he let out a sigh of relief, and knelt down with a cry and howling. 

"okay!" 

"Get me up!" 

"I have said that I have full confidence, and you are still worried about it!" 

Su Lang raised his eyebrows and rolled his eyes, "Tell you, that fellow BAITIEN has been killed, and 

something you can't imagine has happened!" 

This statement came out. 

All the strong from the beginning were shocked! 

"Baitian is dead!?" 

"Your Majesty Su Lang, you killed Baitian!?" 

"Hmph, are you suspicious of your Majesty Su Lang? Just worship the virtues of our Majesty Su Lang. In 

front of our Majesty Su Lang's special methods, isn't it just as easy to destroy as ordinary extraterrestrial 

demons?" 

"Yes, yes, I was waiting wrong, then Baitian is an ant in front of His Majesty Su Lang, and His Majesty Su 

Lang can kill him with just one finger!" 

"Hi, Your Majesty Su Lang is really amazing. We have not killed BAITIEN for countless years at the 

beginning of our cultivation of ten thousand realms. Your Majesty will kill him as soon as you get out. 

"Yes, the subordinates really admire the five bodies!" 

"..." 

After hearing Su Lang's words, the cultivators of the Beginning not only didn't get up, but knelt down 

with five bodies, and they admired Su Lang incomparably! 

The primordial Wu clan such as Ying Wa also admired the same. 

That BAI Tian is Qiyan Taichu, and even the strong at Qiyan Tai Junior High School. Anyway, Yingwa, the 

strongest of the Witch Clan, cannot be killed. 

But Su Lang single-handedly killed it, which in the eyes of everyone is really awesome. 

At this time! 
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"Right, Your Majesty Su Lang!" 

Xingguan suddenly asked with curiosity, "You said there is another thing we can't imagine, what is it?" 

"Bold, you dare to talk to His Majesty Su Lang like this!?" 

Ying Wa immediately reprimanded Xingguan, and Xingguan was so busy that he dared not speak 

anymore. 

"No problem!" 

"A good student is to ask questions, get up!" 

"Now I will tell you something that you can't imagine!" 

Su Lang looked at a pair of awed and curious eyes, and smiled faintly, "I sucked the innate demon 

away!" 

Hear this. 

Everyone was dumbfounded with horror, and the eyeballs and chin were almost falling off at the same 

time! 

"what!?" 

"The innate demon was sucked away by His Majesty Su Lang?" 

"The innate demon is likely to be a half-step eternal powerhouse, and even escaped in the hands of His 

Majesty Su Lang!!" 

"Moreover, he was still sucked away by His Majesty Su Lang. How did His Majesty Su Lang **** him?" 

"Could it be that His Majesty Su Lang can restrain the extraterritorial demon and the innate demon!?" 

"God, your Majesty Su Lang can deal with the innate demon in the realm of Second Yan, it is indeed the 

hope of the boundless universe in the future!" 

"..." 

After hearing Su Lang's words, the powerful people from the early days suddenly felt like a tsunami in 

their hearts! 

The admiration for Su Lang is also deeper and more, it is like the water of the Milky Way in the sky, 

endless! 

"Ahem!" 

"Perhaps you all guessed it." 

"The innate demon was also restrained by me, and I drew a huge amount of negative incense power 

from him." 

"But don't worry about it, any incense aspiration power cannot erode me." 



"In addition, I have used those incense and will power to forge a treasure from the Qiyan Primordial 

Stage!" 

Su Lang gave a light cough, then raised the corner of his mouth slightly, and took out the piercing lock, 

"Hey, that's it, piercing lock!" 

This statement came out. 

At first, the public was shocked to the point where the brain went blank! ! 

"what!" 

"His Majesty Su Lang not only sucked away the innate demon." 

"Also obtained a huge amount of benefits from the Innate Demon!?" 

"The most important thing is that His Majesty Su Lang can actually cast countless incense aspirations 

into a treasure of the Supreme Beginning Stage, and it is a treasure of the Qiyan Supreme Beginning 

Stage!!" 

"Oh my God, I didn't expect His Majesty Su Lang to be such a terrifying tool refiner, capable of casting 

special treasures in the Qiyan realm!" 

"It's amazing. Although I have lived for so many hundred million years, I can't match the finger of His 

Majesty Su Lang at all!" 

Chapter 2062: Clean up the celestial demons outside the realm of cultivation 

"..." 

Countless thoughts of horror rose again in the hearts of the people at the beginning, and at the same 

time the admiration and admiration for Su Lang increased many times! 

at this time! 

"Everyone!" 

"I think some of you don't even have too basic weapons available." 

Su Lang laughed, "It's okay, after returning to the Tianmen Continent, you can exchange for the too low-

level weapons I refined through the exchange building!" 

"What, exchange house!?" 

"We can exchange the weapon of the primordial beginning refined by His Majesty Su Lang!?" 

"I'll be able to have the early weapons available later, great!!" 

"..." 

It was the first time that Han Li and other monks from the beginning had heard the words Exchange 

House from Su Lang. 
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In fact, when they were chatting with Yingwa and others before, Yingwa and others showed off, but they 

all believed it. 

At this time, I personally heard about the exchange building from Su Lang, and Han Li and the others 

immediately knew that this could never be faked! 

"All right!" 

"Now we return to the world of cultivation and prepare to migrate to the world of cultivation!!" 

Su Lang smiled faintly, and immediately activated the clone dispatch and replacement amidst the 

promises of the tsunami-like sounds of the Taichu Mountains, and directly returned to the Tianhan 

Realm of the cultivation world. 

Suddenly came such a hand. 

Even Ying Wa and others, who had been shocked, couldn't help but marvel again. 

For the first time, Han Li and the others, who had crossed countless distances in an instant, were directly 

shocked and stupefied! 

"This, this, this is the cultivation world!?" 

"This is the Tianhan Realm, it is the Tianhan Realm, we have come back from the distant void of the 

universe in an instant!" 

"This is another peculiar method of His Majesty Su Lang, which is really incredible!" 

"His Majesty Su Lang has all sorts of miracles, and he deserves to be our new Infinite Emperor Zhou!" 

"With His Majesty Su Lang leading us to overthrow Emperor Yuanmingzhou, the hope of restoring the 

boundless universe has greatly increased!" 

"..." 

Han Li and other early cultivators were shocked and ecstatic when they saw such a strange method! 

Like Yingwa and other Wu Clan, they have seen the hope of destroying the Tianmi Continent, defeating 

Emperor Yuanmingzhou, and making the boundless world prosper! 

At this time. 

"Don't be stunned." 

"Han Li, you open the world around me first!" 

Su Lang ticked the corner of his mouth and ordered Han Li and other monks, "I want to clean up all the 

world!!" 

"Yes, His Majesty Su Lang, the great infinite Emperor Zhou!" 

Han Li and others kowtowed deeply and immediately began to open the world channel. 

Immediately after. 



Su Lang drove the Boundless, once again starting from Tianhan Realm, and constantly sweeping through 

nearly 100 million worlds! 

Time didn't pass for long. 

When Su Lang swept through millions of worlds. 

A system prompt rang. 

"Ding! "Yuhua Normalization Picture" has reached the founding level!" 

Suddenly! 

Numerous exercises and profound meanings appeared out of thin air, melted directly into Su Lang's 

soul, and could no longer be erased. 

More warmth flowed out of the body, permeating the limbs, flesh and blood. 

"what!!" 

"Unexpectedly, this technique has the effect of passively improving the Crystal Wall world." 

"Although it is far worse than the exercises such as "The Hao Ri Yan Yue Tu", it is better than none!" 

"Every one of my crystal wall worlds has been improved by one hundred thousandths, and the total 

improvement is quite impressive!" 

Su Lang nodded in satisfaction, but he didn't expect that this exercise specially prepared for his 

subordinates would be useful to him. 

Immediately after. 

His eyes fell on the storage space, a large number of Taichu exercises. 

This time he is going to practice a time system practice of the ‘past’ stage to enhance his time rules! 

After some selection. 

Su Lang selected a copy of "Retrospective Time Vortex Jue"! 

This is still a secret technique, which is too elementary, practiced to a high level, and has the ability to 

look back in time. 

"It's you!!" 

Su Lang smiled slightly, immediately activated the Jiu Xin Guiyi, and began to practice this exercise. 

Immediately after. 

He continued to drive the Infinity. 

Traveling through the worlds of the cultivation world, and constantly destroying the outer demons! 

Chapter 2063: Get rid of its dross, save its essence 
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The cultivation world has close to 100 million worlds! 

Many of these worlds are not ‘devil’s’. 

But Su Lang still didn't plan to let go of any world, so as not to produce fish that slip through the net. 

As time passed by. 

Su Lang drove the Infinity to quickly clear the world one by one. 

In the end, all the extraterritorial celestial demons of the entire cultivation world were completely wiped 

out! 

So far! 

There will be no extraterritorial celestial demon in the cultivation world. 

The monks don't need to be afraid when practicing and breaking through, fearing that the demon from 

outside the territory will take advantage of the emptiness to enter. 

of course. 

The monks did not dare to practice the way of incense because of the heavenly demons outside the 

territory. 

At this time, the extraterritorial demon disappeared, and they couldn't practice the way of incense 

either. 

Because Su Lang has become the master of the cultivation world. 

On his territory, all the incense and aspirations will be sucked away by the Ethereal Universe! 

At this moment. 

Su Lang wiped out the extraterritorial celestial demon, and got a huge amount of incense aspiration 

power on the scene. 

Most of these incense aspirations were put into the third void dragon vein heaven by Su Lang to 

condense the purple golden gourd. 

Finish it all. 

Su Lang directly used the clone to dispatch and replace, returning to the Tianhan Realm. 

"Everyone!" 

"The realm of cultivation is now lonely, unable to use the spirit to transmit the Internet, let alone the 

exchange building." 

"Therefore, I want to move it to the Celestial Continent and integrate it with the Celestial Continent!" 

Su Lang released the many early cultivators in the Infinity and said to them. 

"Yes, His Majesty Su Lang, the stalwart Emperor Su Lang!" 



Han Li and others did not have any objections and immediately bowed to promise. 

they know. 

Cultivation of the Ten Thousand Realms should have contributed to the rejuvenation of the boundless 

universe and the Emperor Mingzhou! 

Moreover, only by joining the Heavenly Continent of Cultivation World, can you enjoy the legendary 

exchange building and the Internet of Spirit Transmission, and develop the cultivation civilization faster! 

At this time. 

Su Lang continued to speak. 

"The Cultivation World is extremely huge." 

"Even if it's me, I can't transfer all of it to the Heavenly Continent." 

"In the cultivation world, the low-level world that occupies the vast majority, we can only destroy it." 

"The creatures in it, of course, want to migrate to the rest of the world." 

"This can be regarded as removing the dross and saving the essence!" 

"At that time, I will lead the rest of the world of cultivation to reach the Heavenly Continent." 

Su Lang looked around at everyone, "Now, I will go down and migrate to the earth in the world. You can 

release the news first." 

"Yes!" 

"Your Majesty Su Lang!" 

The monks from the beginning again bowed their orders, and then sent a message so that the monks in 

the world could be psychologically prepared. 

However, Su Lang moved to the edge of the realm of cultivation, a mortal world. 

Cultivation of the Ten Thousand Realms is different from the Wu Clan Mainland. 

This world is a complex huge world composed of countless small worlds. 

Every world has more than an earth, and a vast sky! 

The total space of all worlds is much larger than that of the Wu Clan continent. 

Therefore, Su Lang could not use the method of transferring the Wu Clan mainland to transfer the world 

of cultivation. 

The way he thought of was to use the "Pupil of Ten Thousand Worlds"! 

Because the type of cultivation of the ten thousand realms is exactly like the existence of the ‘living 

universe’ and the ‘artificial world’, which can be better stored in the pupil of the ten thousand realms. 

But still the problem. 



The size of the cultivation world is too huge! 

Even Su Lang strengthened the'Pupil of Ten Thousand Realms' technique again. 

Then let Xing Cuanyun and the avatar unfold, but it is impossible to incorporate all of them into the pupil 

of ten thousand worlds. 

Therefore, we can only choose to destroy the lower-level ‘mortal world’ and the weak ‘spiritual world’, 

and move a large number of creatures to other worlds. 

Thus. 

To cultivate the characteristics of the world. 

After destroying a world, the total world barrier of the cultivation world will automatically shrink and 

maintain a complete form. 

Even if it destroyed the vast majority of the world. 

The size of the cultivation world has been greatly reduced, but it is still complete! 

It's like there is less air in a water bubble, but the bubbles still exist, still in a round and complete form. 

Chapter 2064: Destroy ten thousand worlds in one second 

at this time. 

Su Lang wants to destroy the world he is in, which is equivalent to evacuating some air from the 

bubbles. 

The current mortal world, the highest level is also in the Golden Core Stage, equivalent to a warrior in 

the Martial King realm. 

The world is not big, just equivalent to the original Blue Star. 

"Such a world." 

"Just find a crystal wall world to migrate." 

Su Lang's heart moved, and the endless energy immediately wrapped the whole world. 

Rumble! 

The whole world was suddenly shaken. 

"earthquake!!" 

"The world is trembling, is the world going to be destroyed!?" 

"Look, there is a vast and magnificent existence standing above the clouds!!" 

"Before, a strong man swept this world and wiped out countless extraterritorial heavenly demons. At 

this time, it is the previous one!" 

"This is the incarnation of the cultivation world, the spirit of the world, protecting us!" 
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"..." 

A group of low-level weak monks looked up at the sky in horror, and said various guesses. 

Immediately after. 

They feel like the sky is spinning. 

Then the sky of the entire world changed color, turned into crystal clear crystals, reflecting colorful light, 

reflecting the clouds into colorful colors. 

But the weak monks could not imagine. 

His own world has moved from the cultivation world to a certain cell in Su Lang's body. 

At this moment. 

Su Lang overlooked the entire small world. 

It has become empty, and even the air has been sucked away together! 

"Xiaoyou!" 

Su Lang squeezed his right hand, Youtian Sword appeared in his hand, and the naughty Xiaoyou 

responded! 

"Destroy it, world!" 

Su Lang was holding the Youtian Sword, and instantly slashed Po Yi Sword! 

An extremely terrifying sword light broke out in China in the world! 

Countless energy will destroy the world! 

The outermost barrier of the Cultivation Ten Thousand Realms suddenly collapsed and shrank inward, 

and the whole world disappeared completely in an instant. 

When the world collapsed, Su Lang arrived in another world. 

The creatures in this world have not yet received news. 

After seeing Su Lang, he guessed everything and guessed the west, horrified. 

Then unknowingly, he even transferred everything in the world to Su Lang's cell. 

Immediately after. 

Su Lang began to repeat the previous process. 

Transfer everything in each world to the crystal wall cell, and then destroy the world. 

at the same time. 

The rest of the mortal world. 

Su Lang's tens of thousands of Baiying clones are also doing the same. 



Although the clones didn't have a powerful weapon like Youtian Sword, and their combat power was a 

little weaker than Su Lang. 

But it is completely possible to collect the land in the small mortal world and the weak spiritual world 

one by one, and then destroy the world. 

at this time. 

Tens of thousands of worlds were migrated and destroyed in almost a second. 

In one minute, six hundred thousand worlds are destroyed! 

Cultivation of all realms keeps exploring. 

The shape of the huge tower gradually shrinks, and the roots become thinner and thinner. 

One hour later. 

Su Lang has destroyed 36 million worlds! 

The lands and creatures in these worlds were all transferred to the crystal wall cells of him and the 

clones. 

And the clones. 

Then directly use the transfer function to transfer the world land and creatures collected by oneself to 

Su Lang, filling Su Lang's crystal wall world. 

then. 

Su Lang had 36 million crystal wall worlds containing creatures. 

Existing in Su Lang's body, any incense energy generated by these creatures will be absorbed by the Void 

Spirit universe for the first time! 

The souls after the death of the creatures will also go to reincarnation! 

at this time. 

After the destruction of 36 million worlds. 

The clones are still continuing. 

But Su Lang stopped temporarily. 

Because a system prompt resounded through my mind. 

"Ding! "Retro Time Vortex Jue" has reached the founding level!" 

Immediately, countless profound meanings were imprinted in Su Lang's soul. 

Let him immediately master more time means! 

Now Su Lang has mastered two founding-level ‘past’ time exercises. 



The time backtracking method mastered is not inferior to the four Jiuyan Taichu of the Heavenly 

Continent! 

Chapter 2065: The world-wide record of body-building exercises 

of course. 

It is necessary to have a strong enough basic force to use these time methods to fight against Bai Lian 

and other Jiuyan Taichu. 

"Basic strength is very important!" 

"The cohesion of the rules of time and the cultivation of the body must be continuously improved!" 

"Next, let's practice the passive type of exercise technique. After completion, you can consider 

breakthroughs!" 

After thinking about it, Su Lang selected a copy of the exercises of the Primordial Beginning Realm from 

the storage space, "Gai Shi Huan Yu Lu"! 

Cover the world. 

As the name suggests, it is to cultivate the crystal wall world to a degree comparable to the world. 

Enough to see the lofty intention of this exercise method! 

"I hope the effect can be very abnormal!" 

Su Lang thought so, a trace of anticipation rose in his heart. 

Then, he placed the exercises on the nine martial arts villains and began to practice! 

At present, it only takes an hour for him to practice the basic exercises to the founding level. 

After that, the world of the cultivation world will be almost cut off, and the exercises will probably be 

completed! 

Soon. 

Su Lang continued to shuttle through the world, destroying the weakest world. 

At this time, the creatures in countless worlds have already received the news from the "Upper Realm" 

——The Great Emperor Su Lang descends, and he is about to change the universe and move to the 

world! 

The creatures in the world already had a certain understanding of Su Lang, which was the time when Su 

Lang cleaned up the outer demon. 

At this time, the shocking news about Su Lang was immediately admired! 

The eight characters of His Majesty Su Lang, the boundless universe emperor, are deeply imprinted on 

the hearts of countless monks. 
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Their thoughts and thoughts on Su Lang produced a large amount of incense power, which was 

absorbed by the virtual spirit universe! 

Time continues to pass. 

Another hour passed in a blink of an eye! 

Su Lang took another 36 million of the world's land and creatures. 

The system prompt also sounded again! 

"Ding! "Geshihuanyulu" has reached the founding level!" 

The system prompt came. 

Su Lang looked happy and stopped his movements. 

Immediately after. 

There is a lot of warm current appearing in his body out of thin air! 

These warm currents permeated the hundreds of limbs and merged into every crystal wall cell! 

Suddenly. 

Countless crystal wall cells began to grow! 

The crystal wall cells in Su Lang's body have almost increased a hundred times in size! 

of course. 

The larger the original size of the crystal wall cells, the smaller the growth multiple. 

But even the largest crystal wall cells have at least increased tenfold! 

For example, the crystal wall cells closest to the Dantian universe were originally enough to pretend to 

be the next life planet in the Primordial Realm. 

At this time, the volume expands ten times. 

Suddenly it was like the sky was madly uplifting. 

The world full of oppression suddenly becomes widened! 

The creatures in the world also feel the changes in the world. 

Suddenly, countless creatures knelt down and worshiped, providing countless incense aspirations, and 

were swallowed by the virtual spirit universe. 

"Lying down!" 

"It's so cool, I didn't expect to find the baby this time!" 

""Gai Shi Huan Yu Lu", living is a great skill, did not let me down!" 

A bright light flashed in Su Lang's eyes, obviously very excited. 



Immediately after. 

He felt his own combat power changes. 

Because of the crazy skyrocketing of the whole body's cells, his endurance and the speed of condensing 

and twisting power have all been greatly enhanced. 

Its attack, defense and other attributes have all reached the realm of the powerful in the Siyan Taijun 

High School, and even half-stepped into the realm of the Wuyan Taichu! 

"In the realm of the second evolving primordial beginning, faintly possessing the power of the fifth 

evolving primordial beginning, it can be regarded as unprecedented, and there will be no future." 

Su Lang clicked the corner of his mouth, then looked at the cultivator in the mysterious black space. 

This little man has long turned golden. 

But Su Lang wanted to break through to the realm of Sanyan Taichu. 

First of all, it is necessary to condense a higher time rule, which is the basis for the use of many time 

methods. 

He can mobilize the time rules comprehended by Ying Wa and others in the Infinite. 

But you have to comprehend yourself to break through! 

Second, he will also integrate the rules of time with the crystal wall world. 

It happened that his crystal wall world was too many to explode, so he needed a lot of cultivation. 

Chapter 2066: Wuyan Taichu Stage Combat Power 

of course. 

It has been a full day since the last breakthrough. 

With the current one-key training function, the accumulated cultivation base is definitely enough! 

"The cultivation base is enough, it's time to break through!" 

Su Lang took a deep breath, and the next moment he issued a system command, "System, give me a 

deeper time rule!!" 

"Ding! Time rules are beginning to comprehend!" 

The system prompt immediately appeared in my mind! 

Immediately after. 

The countless cultivation base accumulated by the cultivation villain began to be consumed in large 

quantities! 

A series of mysterious and obscure time rules appeared out of thin air and merged into Su Lang's soul. 

In an instant. 
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Su Lang completely grasped the time rules of the'now' stage. 

He has a clearer understanding of the elapsed time, and can even divide a millisecond into 49,000 

smaller time units! 

Except besides. 

Su Lang can also use time to freeze, easily stop the target's time for an instant! 

"The time rule has reached the breakthrough standard!" 

Su Lang glanced at the still golden cultivator, and gave the instruction again, "System, give me a 

breakthrough!" 

Accompanied by his order. 

Again, countless cultivation bases disappeared. 

These cultivation bases entered Su Lang's body, merged with the rules of time, and merged into the 

Third Life Universe, that is, the Chenxing Universe! 

This is not over yet. 

Incorporating into the time rules and cultivation base of the Chenxing universe, it began to move into 

the surrounding clothes and merge into the crystal wall cells. 

Soon. 

The crystal wall world around Chenxing Universe suddenly began to sublimate. 

The number of cells sublimated this time was the same as the previous two times, reaching the same 

number. 

at this time. 

Su Lang has three life universes that incorporate the rules of time! 

They are Dantian Universe, Yinghu Universe and Chenxing Universe! 

Around every living universe there are crystal wall cells that sublimate and qualitatively change, the total 

number is three! 

And Su Lang's realm also successfully broke through to the realm of Sanyan Taichu! 

"system!" 

"Open the properties panel!" 

Su Lang felt the powerful force in his body and immediately issued instructions. 

Suddenly. 

His information is presented in detail! 

[Name]: Su Lang 



[Race]: human 

[Qualification Level]: Turbidity 

[Realm level]: Three Yan Taichu 

[Attack level]: Wuyan Taichu 

[Defensive Level]: Wuyan Taichu 

[Shenfa Level]: Wuyan Taichu 

[Endurance Level]: Wuyan Taichu+ 

[Spirit Level]: Realm of Pure Nirvana 

[Mastering the exercises]: Infinite Heart Sutra, "Ten Thousand Laws into One: Unlimited Profound 

Meaning" (too elementary, founding) 

[Activated system functions]: One-key practice function (level 49), one-key martial arts function (level 

49), clone dispatch function (level 48), one-key treasure hunt function (level 47), one-key alchemy 

function (level 15) ), one-key mixer function (level 15), one-key refining function (level 15), one-key 

synthesis function (level 15), one-key empowerment function (level 25), one-key enhancement function 

(level 8), one Key decomposition function (no level) 

"The endurance has directly reached the level of Wuyan+!" 

"It's a small realm raised by two and a half!" 

Su Lang looked at his attribute panel, nodded slightly, and then looked at his cultivator again. 

But I saw that the cultivator is still all golden! 

"I don't know whether it will be enough to condense further time rules..." 

A hint of surprise flashed in Su Lang's eyes, "Follow him, give it a try first!" 

Just do it! 

"system!" 

Su Lang immediately issued an order, "Give me time rules again!" 

"Ding! Time rules are beginning to comprehend!" 

The system prompt appeared, and then the cultivator instantly turned white, and only a small part of it 

was golden. 

Simultaneously. 

A series of profound meanings about the time rules of the ‘future’ stage appeared in Su Lang’s soul. 

Su Lang directly comprehended the difficult and obscure profound meaning, and became the basis for 

the use of ‘time acceleration’! 



"It's a pity that the cultivation base is almost used!" 

"I guess it won't break until tomorrow." 

Su Lang sighed, waiting for tomorrow? What a long time! 

I don’t know if the others knew his thoughts at first, would they be so angry that they spurted blood on 

the spot, languished, and spent the second half of their lives in autism... 

Chapter 2067: His Majesty Su Lang broke through again 

"I can only wait." 

"Next, let's practice a technique of the'future' stage!" 

"I currently have only one copy of "Future Good Fortune", which is too thin." 

"..." 

Su Lang thought about this, and immediately took out the Taichu exercises he synthesized, looking for a 

suitable one to practice. 

Divine mind swept away. 

One by one too low-level exercises originally flashed in Su Lang's mind. 

quickly. 

Su Lang locked a book called "You Tan Bo Hua Tu". 

The first sentence in the exercise method is ‘You Tan Bo Hua, every moment you hear’! 

To put it simply, it is to speed up the exercises with a'flash in the pan' time! 

If it is done. 

If the enemy is unable to defend by time means, it will instantly bloom like an epiphany and then quickly 

wither. 

Moreover, the time rule for the ‘future’ stage is ‘follow the long river of time’, even if the supernatural 

power dissipates, it will not return to its original state. 

It's not like a time tool in the'past' phase. 

Once the magical power dissipates, the power of the long river of time will reverse everything, and the 

speed is extremely fast, which is why it is difficult to resurrect people by time. 

"It's a flash in the pan!" 

"For a moment, everything is an epiphany!" 

"Good practice, it's you!" 

Su Lang smiled slightly, "The system, activate the nine hearts into one function, and practice "You Tan 

Bo Hua Tu". 
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Suddenly. 

In the mysterious black space, nine martial arts villains got busy together and began to practice 

exercises. 

Soon. 

Su Lang's gaze fell on the world under his feet. 

He is breaking through and practicing exercises, but there are no clones, and he has managed tens of 

thousands of worlds one by one. 

"The mortal world is gone." 

"The spirit world has also destroyed some weaker ones." 

"There are about 30 million worlds left in the current cultivation world, which can already be put into 

the pupil of the world." 

"Of course, this can only be done after the pupils of ten thousand worlds are strengthened!" 

Several thoughts flashed in Su Lang's mind, and immediately summoned Ying Wa, Han Li and others! 

His materials are not enough. 

Can only be taken from subordinates. 

Of course, it's not for nothing, but for medicinal pills. 

Anyway, after using the pill to increase the combat power of their subordinates, they are not going to 

enter the Infinity and contribute their strength to Su Lang. 

No matter what...no loss! ! 

"Ahem!" 

"Everyone, I have destroyed 70 million worlds so far!" 

"I have transferred the earth and creatures within it. It's time to migrate my cultivation world." 

"But I need some materials. When you hand in all the materials, take these pills as compensation." 

Su Lang looked around at the crowd, coughed lightly, and then splashed out a galaxy-like pill of 

Primordial Beginning between his waves! 

These pills are naturally left over from previous refining. 

The cherished medicine Su Lang will not be used as a strengthening material! 

"This this this!" 

"With so many perfect pills from the beginning, the old man is really blinded!" 

"His Majesty Su Lang has so many perfect pill that is too elementary. It is indeed our Boundless Emperor 

Zhou!" 



"Your Majesty Su Lang, if you have any needs, your subordinates will provide them all, so why not 

compensate!" 

"Yes, Your Majesty Su Lang, please take back the pill, you also need to break through as soon as 

possible!" 

"..." 

At first, the crowd was dumbfounded when they saw the pill that Su Lang had scattered. 

Then they all expressed that they would not compensate, and they were willing to give Su Lang all their 

belongings. 

"Let you accept it!" 

"Also, these pills are not needed for the deity's breakthrough." 

"No, I have already broken through to the realm of Sanyan Prime Beginning!" 

Su Lang glanced at the people with some majesty, and immediately dispersed his breath. 

Suddenly. 

A wave of Three Generations Realm cultivation base fluctuations and the powerful aura that reached 

the Five Generations Realm radiated, crushing most of the early warriors present! 

"Ah! His Majesty Su Lang broke through again!!" 

"Didn’t His Majesty Su Lang just break through for a day or so? He broke through again!!" 

"This is too unbelievable. In one day, it has broken through a small realm! The combat power has 

reached the Wuyan Primordial Realm!" 

"The hard work of a lifetime is not as great as the stalwart Emperor Zhou who practiced for a day. Your 

Majesty is indeed the hope of the boundless universe!" 

"..." 

At the beginning, the audience was so shocked that their thinking was stagnant, their brains were blank, 

and there were bursts of incredible whispers in their mouths, and they knelt under Su Lang's feet 

continuously. 

Their billions of years of cultivation have been surpassed by Su Lang one day, how can they not kneel? 

Chapter 2068: Accept the cultivation world! 

"Get up all!" 

"Accept these pills!" 

Su Lang looked around at the crowd, smiled faintly, and held them up while waving his hands. 

"Subordinates thank your Majesty Su Lang!!" 
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"The subordinates will definitely live up to your majesty's expectations and will definitely break through 

to a higher realm and fight for your majesty!" 

"Your Majesty, all the treasures collected by his subordinates throughout their lives are here, I hope 

they can come in handy!" 

"Your Majesty Su Lang..." 

Ying Wa, Han Li and others thanked Su Lang. 

Then he took out a large amount of materials and gave it to Su Lang, and finally took the pill with great 

care. 

"Let's go." 

"It's time to go outside the void!" 

Su Lang collected the materials contributed by the crowd, and immediately waved his hand, and the 

Infinity immediately projected beams of light onto the public. 

Immediately after. 

Han Li Yingwa and others have entered the Infinity! 

"system!" 

"Start avatar dispatch, avatar replacement function!" 

With a thought in Su Lang, he immediately disappeared from the place and appeared in the void outside 

the realm of cultivation. 

Judging from the dead space of the universe, the size of the cultivation world has shrunk by more than 

half! 

"it's time." 

"System! Strengthen "Pupil of Ten Thousand Worlds" for me!" 

Su Lang nodded slightly, then gave instructions to the system. 

"Ding! Consumption of masculine vanilla stone*124565, silver moon flame jade*14523...the pupil of ten 

thousand worlds strengthens by +1!" 

"Ding! Consume..." 

The system prompt keeps ringing. 

It didn't stop until the eight-time limit of the one-key enhancement function. 

After a series of strengthening. 

The materials obtained from the body of Taichu were completely exhausted. 

"Pupils of Ten Thousand Worlds" has also become the top space secret technique in the early exercises! 



A large number of the profound meanings of exercises appeared in the soul of Su Lang. 

Make his comprehension of Space Avenue more stable and profound! 

Soon. 

"Xing Cuan Yun He, come!" 

With a thought in Su Lang, the forty-eight avatars instantly merged into one, becoming a powerful 

person in the eight evolving realm! 

Not bad. 

With Su Lang's current strength, Xing Cuan Yun He clone already possesses the powerful power of the 

Eight Evolved Realm. 

In addition to the relatively shallow understanding of the rules of time. 

The various time-type secret techniques are no worse than the Jiuyan Prime Beginning! 

It is no longer a problem to fight against the general Bayan Realm from the beginning! 

"go with!" 

"Received the cultivation world!" 

Su Lang gave an order, and the avatar of Xing Cuanyun and He suddenly appeared outside the Infinity. 

Rumble! 

An extremely terrifying aura spread. 

Han Li and Ying Wa and other early powers, even with the shelter of the boundless number, can still feel 

the majestic breath of Su Lang's clone! 

"This is the breath of the Bayan Realm!!" 

"This is the clone of His Majesty Su Lang!?" 

"It's terrifying! The clone is stronger than the deity!!" 

"It is indeed your Majesty Su Lang, it is a miracle to actually have a clone of the Bayan Supreme 

Beginning Stage!" 

"..." 

The crowd looked at Su Lang's clone with dumbfoundedness, and endless stormy waves rose in their 

hearts! 

at this time! 

"Pupil of Ten Thousand Worlds·Open!!" 

Su Lang's Xing Cuan Yun He clone roared, his eyes suddenly turned into a black whirlpool, like the 

entrance to a new universe! 



An extremely powerful spatial fluctuation came from his eyes. 

There was a sudden tremor in the entire cultivation world! ! 

"Moved!!" 

"The Cultivation Realm that has been standing in the universe for billions of years has actually moved!" 

"It's too strong. It is unimaginable to shake the realm of cultivation composed of tens of millions of 

worlds!" 

"What a terrifying space avenue accomplishment this is!" 

"..." 

Ying Wa Han Li and the others were shocked when they saw that the realm of cultivation was directly 

shaken by Su Lang's clone, and they had endless admiration for Su Lang. 

Immediately after. 

The tremor of the cultivation world gradually disappeared. 

But the entire tower-shaped world is gradually flying up and shrinking under the influence of the pupils 

of ten thousand worlds! 

Slowly. 

The incomparably huge cultivation world gradually disappeared into the eyes of Xing Cuanyun He clone. 

"Roar!!" 

The clone's eyes burst open, and the roar that trembles the universe, apparently under tremendous 

pressure! 

Yes. 

Cultivation of the ten thousand realms is a world transformed by half-step eternal power. 

Even if countless forces were lost in the process of transforming the world, and more than 70 million 

worlds were destroyed, the remaining worlds are still not acceptable to ordinary people! 

Chapter 2069: Return to the Heavenly Continent 

"The clone dispatch! The clone replacement!" 

Su Lang did not hesitate, and immediately used the system functions to directly dispatch the Xing 

Cuanyun He clone back to the Tianmen Continent. 

Another clone used as a replacement was also dispatched. 

He was instantly replaced by Su Lang, and the avatars with Xing Cuanyun appeared one after another on 

the edge of the Heavenly Continent! 

"Open the pupil of the ten thousand worlds and release the cultivation of the ten thousand worlds!" 
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With a thought, Su Lang issued an order to the clone. 

"open!!" 

Xing Cuanyun He clone issued a violent shout, opening the pupil of ten thousand worlds. 

The cultivation of the Ten Thousand Realms immediately flew out of the pupils of the Ten Thousand 

Realms, and its body size suddenly increased countless times, standing like a huge crystal tower on the 

edge of the Heavenly Misty continent! 

"done!!" 

"His Majesty Su Lang did it!" 

"We have returned to the Heavenly Misty Continent, and the Cultivation Realm, like the Wu Clan 

Continent, has officially integrated into the Heavenly Misty Continent!" 

"So far, the cultivation world is completely under His Majesty Su Lang's control!" 

"..." 

Upon seeing this scene, Ying Wa and others talked in shock and ecstasy. 

Han Li and others didn't know that Su Langneng dispatched the clone to Heavenly Continent instantly. 

At this moment, watching the scene in front of him, listening to the discussion of Ying Wa and others, 

they were all at a loss, as if they had just woke up from a big dream. 

But all the monks are from the beginning. 

Soon afterwards! 

"what!!" 

"We cultivated the Ten Thousand Realms in an instant to reach the Tianmen Continent!?" 

"Oh my God, I thought we needed to travel across countless voids and slowly come to the Heavenly 

Misty Continent!" 

"His Majesty Su Lang took us from the void of the universe back to Tianhan Realm in an instant. This 

should be the same space secret technique!" 

"Hahaha, no matter what, we have already arrived in Tianmen Continent!" 

"Oh my God, this is the first time I have seen such a big independent world, and my spirit can only see 

the tip of the iceberg on the Tianmen Continent!" 

"What a rich aura, the aura of our cultivation of all realms can hardly be replenished from the universe. 

The aura of each world is gradually weakening, and at this time it can finally rise!" 

"Our cultivation of ten thousand realms was ruled by His Majesty Su Lang and merged into the Heavenly 

Misty Continent. A bright future has come!" 



"Spiritual Internet, transmission Internet, I seem to have seen the two miracles created by His Majesty 

Su Lang now!" 

"I want to go to the exchange building! Although I don't have the materials now, I still want to go and 

see it!" 

"..." 

The monks of the Primordial Beginning Realm were ecstatically discussing works. 

They have not been so happy for countless years! 

Simultaneously. 

Su Lang is also extremely happy! 

The seventy million small worlds of the Cultivation Ten Thousand Realms were incorporated into his 

crystal wall cells. 

The remaining 20 to 30 million worlds were also merged into the Heavenly Misty Continent, and 

everything in it became Su Lang's property! 

Just population. 

It is an immeasurable wealth! 

"Great!" 

"Next, you have to arrange a formation in the cultivation world and connect it to the Internet of Spirit 

Transmission!" 

Su Lang thought silently, then looked at Han Li and others, and called, "Han Li!" 

"Subordinates are here!" 

"Your Majesty Su Lang, please!" 

Han Li knelt down and said with excitement. 

"These are privileged terminals for the spiritual transmission of the Internet." 

"Any cultivator who has reached the junior level, can get a privileged terminal." 

"The rest of the ordinary terminals, Yingwa, you go to Jiang Wenzheng and the others to receive it 

together!" 

Su Lang assigned the privileged terminal to Han Li and the others, while speaking to Wa. 

"Yes!" 

"Your Majesty Su Lang!!" 

Han Li and Ying Wa took the lead together. 

Among them, Han Li was excited and excited, obviously he couldn't wait to use the terminal. 



The rest of the early cultivators were also looking at the privileged terminal in Han Li's hands eagerly. 

If it weren't for Su Lang here, they would have ran to ask Han Li. 

"Haha!" 

"You can't be in a hurry!" 

"Before you can enjoy the spiritual transmission Internet, you have to set up the spiritual transmission 

Internet of the Cultivation World." 

"The Cultivation World is a whole made up of countless worlds. Although it is on the Celestial Continent, 

it is still an independent existence." 

"At present, the spiritual transmission internet that encompasses the Heavenly Continent cannot invade 

the world of cultivation." 

"Therefore, I need you to open up the channel of cultivation of all realms, and establish a channel 

extending in all directions in the world of close to 30 million!" 

Su Lang looked around at Han Li and other monks, and said lightly. 

Chapter 2070: The fusion of cultivation civilization 

This statement came out. 

The monks were ashamed for a while. 

They were a little selfish in thinking about themselves. 

"Subordinates are ashamed!" 

"I will wait to open the channel of cultivation of all realms, so that each of its worlds can be connected 

to the Heavenly Misty Continent!" 

"..." 

Han Li and others bowed to Su Lang in shame, and immediately prepared to work. 

"Ok!" 

"I will let the clone help you." 

Su Lang nodded slightly, and immediately made Xing Cuanyunhe's clone wave to pinch Han Li and 

everyone else. 

Then dispatched the function as a clone and brought it to the Tianhan Realm. 

Immediately after. 

The avatars of Xing Cuanyunhe collapsed fiercely, turning into 4,800 avatars of Hundred Shadows! 

Soon. 
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Nine avatars including Li Xianyang, and forty-eight twin avatars also emerged, turning into 5,700 avatars 

of Hundred Shadows. 

Suddenly, the number of Baiying clones reached 10,500! 

Su Lang broke through to the Sanyan realm and his combat power reached the Wuyan Taichu realm. 

Even the avatar of Baiying has the combat power of the four generations! 

More than 10,000 Siyan realm clones appeared in front of Han Li and others, almost frightening them! 

Without any words. 

With endless horror, the cultivators of the primordial age began to work a little sluggishly. 

Together with Su Lang's clones, they began to establish an eternal world channel. 

The first is to connect the Taiyi Immortal Realm with the highest level Tianhan Realm. 

Then they connected the Heavenly Immortal Realm and Taiyi Immortal Realm one by one. 

The spiritual world and the immortal world, the immortal world and the celestial world are also 

connected! 

Worlds of the same level also establish world channels with each other. 

From then on, the monks of the lower world no longer have to ascend to the higher world through the 

‘broken firmament’ method. 

They can go directly to a higher level world through the world channel and get more development 

opportunities! 

In this way. 

Many talents do not need to be buried. 

With the help of Su Lang clone. 

The speed of everyone is fast. 

Gradually, the entire world of cultivation of nearly 30 million worlds was connected together. 

at the same time. 

The Witch's side. 

Ying Wa and others also went back to preside over the overall situation. 

Because there were some witches who were in the witch continent from the beginning, and they 

contacted Jiang Wenzheng and others. 

and so. 

The Wu Clan Continent has initially integrated into the Tianmen Continent at this time. 



But see the Wu Clan mainland. 

A witch warrior stayed in the secret room, holding the spirit transmission internet terminal in his hand, 

with a drunken smile on his face! 

These Wu Clan warriors have obviously entered the Internet of Spiritual Transmission, and they have 

seen an incredible world, as well as countless Heavenly Mian Continent warriors! 

of course. 

They also saw the statue of Su Lang everywhere. 

And the monument that records Su Lang's great achievements! 

Under every statue and huge monument, there are countless convincing warriors worshipping! 

At last. 

Countless witch warriors went to the exchange building admiringly, and they were shocked instantly, 

and then exchanged a lot of treasures useful to them! 

In short. 

The Wu Clan warriors felt extremely new and shocked about everything in the Tianmen Continent. 

It almost showed that Grandma Liu entered the Grand View Garden. 

The more they see. 

The admiration and worship of His Majesty Su Lang, the emperor of the boundless universe, has become 

more intense! 

Simultaneously. 

The warriors of the Tianmen Continent are also very curious about the Wu Clan. 

Although many people look down upon the ‘barbarians’ from these remote places like the Wu Clan. 

But with His Majesty Su Lang's order, no one dared to provoke disputes! 

then. 

The warriors of the Tianmen Continent had to have more peaceful exchanges and competitions with the 

warriors of the Wu Clan Continent. 

Immediately after. 

The warriors of the Tianmen mainland discovered that the warriors of the Wu Clan are good, and they 

never dare to look down upon it. 

The warriors of both sides agreed with each other, and began to learn from each other's cultivation 

experience, learn from each other's strengths, and immediately get huge benefits! 

Countless warriors have been able to break through! 



This immediately further promoted the integration of the Wu civilization and the civilization of the 

warriors of the Tianmen mainland. 

In the short time that Su Lang went to accept the cultivation world. 

Everyone on the Celestial Continent and the Wu Clan Continent has recognized and accepted each other 

and embarked on a faster path of integration. 

All this is much smoother than Su Lang imagined. 

 


